137 S. Main Street
West Bend, WI 53095

The demands on you are bigger than ever. Are you ready?

Imagine if cost were not a concern.
Since 1994, schools across the United States have turned to
AgEdNet.com. Instructors know they don’t need to sacrifice
quality because of budget concerns. What do educators get?
• A complete agriculture curriculum
• Over 1,250 lessons
• Aligned with specific AFNR Career Cluster Content
Standards
• Only $415 for all instructors and students - ask us about
group rates for multiple schools in your district!
Find out why subscribers tell us we’re the best.

Call 800.236.7862 for a free trial today.

Comprehensive
AgEdNet.com has more than kept pace with the increasing demands of agriculture education. With over
1,250 online lessons across 20 libraries, AgEdNet.com delivers on the key curriculum topics shaping the
agriculture industry. Although written with agriculture instruction in mind, many of the topics are also
suitable for areas such as family consumer education, career advising and general sciences.

Flexible
Agriculture instructors are teaching more topics, covering new technologies and reaching more students
than ever before. Your agriculture curriculum needs to be flexible enough to address these needs and
intuitive enough for substitute teachers when you’re pulled away. AgEdNet.com makes it easy to use
whenever and wherever you need it.

Affordable
AgEdNet.com is your affordable solution for already stretched budgets and the high cost of textbooks. One
site license covers every teacher and student in your school for only $415. There are no hidden costs and
no hidden fees.

Available anywhere, at any time
In the fast-paced world of agriculture, teachers
and students deserve access to timely materials
that connect them to real-world information.
That’s what makes AgEdNet.com a smart solution
for the busy classroom.
• Available on any device with internet access
• Unlimited access for instructors and students
• The versatile solution for instructors, whether
they’re in or out of the classroom

Make the call that can help deliver on both
education excellence and budget targets.

Call 800.236.7862 for a free trial today.

Lesson Libraries:
Ag Careers
Ag Engineering
Ag Issues
Agribusiness
Aquaculture
Biotechnology
Crop Science
Equine
Farm Management
FFA & Leadership

Our lessons include lesson text, glossaries,
PowerPoint presentations, puzzles, exercises,
worksheets, tests and internet resources,
along with daily news at no extra cost.

Food Science
Horticulture
Large Animal Science
Marketing
Natural Resource Systems
Organic
Poultry Science
Risk Management
Small Animal Science
Vet Science

What people are saying about AgEdNet.com:
“AgEdNet.com is so accessible for both me and my students. It’s great that there is a student password
that they can use and log on from anywhere they have internet access. I also find the topics in many of the
libraries to be very concise and age-appropriate. I also like how many of the Ag Issues lessons present the
topic without a lot of bias and provide the students with information about multiple sides to the argument.”
Maralee S. | Rhode Island instructor
“The lessons are short, clear and informative. The exercise worksheets are very helpful as well. The format
works well with my smart board and with our one-to-one student laptops for group work as well as selfguided work.”
Eva W. | Ohio instructor
“Subscribing to the AgEdNet.com is a no-brainer! It has a daily agricultural news update which is perfect to
keep your students informed about the Ag Issues they need to know about. Plus, the lesson plans available
are excellent for nearly any topic taught. I used this resource every day I taught and highly recommend it
to any AgEd teacher!”
Bill Jimmerson | Former Montana State FFA Advisor

Call 800.236.7862 for a free trial today.

